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Why teas go well with taxes

THE FAQ FILE:
DOES “PIGS GET FAT,
AND HOGS GET
SLAUGHTERED”
EVER APPLY IN
BANKRUPTCY CASES?

While perhaps not my cup
of tea as sayings go, this one
does apply well to prebankruptcy planning. It is
perfectly acceptable to
move assets around before
a bankruptcy, within reason.
It’s a little like the difference
between tax avoidance and
tax evasion: there are legal
limits to avoiding taxes, and
there are legal limits to
avoiding your creditors.
Stay within those limits, and
you’re being pretty smart.
To read more about this and
other tax and bankruptcy
issues, please visit me at:
venturataxlawyer.com
To opt out of receiving
our newsletter, just let
us know: 818-889-8080
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WELCOME TO
FAUCHER &
ASSOCIATES
John D. Faucher
worked for 10 years as an
IRS trial attorney. He and
his team speak the legal

A personal note - because all tax issues are personal

language. They know the
tax and bankruptcy

I love tea. I drink about five or
six cups of different teas every
day. I like the varied tastes, and
I like to think it’s a healthy habit
– it means I drink a lot of water,
and if antioxidants are good for
you, then I’m getting them.
I also find that the mild
amounts of caffeine help me
focus when going over lists of
business deductions or trying to

systems and can help you
get the best results. Have
other legal issues? Call us.
We’ll find the lawyer
who’s right for you, your
friends or family.
818-889-8080
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Anytime is tea time for me, John D. Faucher
parse the passive-activity loss
sections of the Internal Revenue
Code.
So please open this first
installment of our newsletter.
You’ll learn more about how tea
suits my personal style and goes
well with my firm’s
personalized approach to tax
litigation in California and
across the United States.

